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et other makeup artiss layclaim to bare-
seeming, monochromatic faces. Lucia
Pieroni is an enthusiastic member of fie
color brigade. "I am so sick ofbronzer and
bronzed people at the moment," she sa1s.

"I loue alp,especially red." Pieroni's ethos
is offered up on both editorial and advertising pages
(Balenciaga, Valentino, and Gurci are recent cliens).
And as the color creator for Cld de Peau Beautd, this
multitasking Brit masterminds fie brandt seasonal
offerings, making a rainbow connection for those
who may not be forrunate enough to experience her
talent in person. According to Pieroni, NewYork Ciry
in the 1920s and 1930s provided the inspiration for
Cid de Peaus fall '07 range. "Thewaythe metal ofthe
Chrynler Building changes in the light is incredible,"
she says. "tVhen I saw the sunsett refection as I rode
in a taxi, I said, 'The colors are so beautiful.'Those
shades became eyeshadows."

Color is big with you, but your models never look
as though they're aufitioning for clown college.
A lot of people end up puming on far too much
makeup, whether itt foundation and concealer or a
bright blush. Ifyouie wearing a lot ofany product,
colorfiil or not, somehow yotire not feminine
anymore. It's like you have on a mask.
How do you prep models' complexions?
I give them all a lymphatic-drainage minifacial.
I think everybody should do one in the morning.
It takes five minutes, and you just look clearer,
cleaner, and brighter.
.Whads 

lour technique?
Using moisturizer and your fingertips, gently
massage the pressure points along the top of
your brows, around the sockets, and across your
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cheeks. Fan out to the temples and l

work your way down your neck. Then '

repeat the circuit.
YorJre very hands-on with makeup
application, especially for the mouth.
Lipsdck suaight from the rube creates
a line. And ifitt in a strong pigment, it
appears very stamped on. When you press

lipstick on with your finger, the result is a kind of
faded, lighdy bled stain. It's more modern.
Are there any ru-nway trends you're
totally over?
Mame, nude lips that appear as though
they were covered in foundation.
Theyre great on a l7-year-old, but

anyone else looks like they're on deatht
door. Itt a bit weird.
But lots of women like a neutral
mouth.
Then choose something thatt a rose
pink or a nudey brown. Either way,
you cant have a completely neutral
face; you just iook really dreadfirl. You
need to balance it with some color on
your cheeks or eyes.

Which location do you prefer?
The cheeks are a good place to put color
in general. You can have no other makeup
on, and a bit of blush will light up your
face and add sparkle and warmth.
'W'hat about the eyes?

Itt a damn sight easier using neutral tones
of brown shadow than trying other shades,
such as green or blue. Thupes and
chocolates are good ones to start with
because thefre subde, but you can sdll
create an attractive face with them.
Are those hues completely foolprooft
Light tones of brown shadowwill
appear ashy ifyour skin is dark.
'Whads your absolute don't-leave-
home-widrout-it makeup item? :,,,.:

A lipsrick, only because you can use it
as a cheek stain and on your mouth.
Clearly, you're a lipstick booster. Are
there any shades you dont like? :,,,

Coral.
I thought it made a person look tan.
No, it just makes you look like a loony.
It reminds me of the neighbor h There's :.
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moisturizer. I

use it oll the
time oi,*iork."
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